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FET-Open: remote evaluation

- 4 remote evaluators per proposal
- Individual Evaluation Report (IER)

Flowchart:
- Proposal submission
  - Eligibility check
  - Expert selection
  - Remote evaluations
  - Quality check
  - Cross-reading
  - Panel review
  - Ethics screening/assessment
  - Feedback in 5 months
FET-Open: preparing the panel review

- Quality check of IER and iteration if necessary
- Collate IER, median score calculated
- Systematic cross reading of proposals
- Panel members briefed to carefully look at 'diverging' opinions
FET-Open: panel review, central meeting of cross-readers

- Eligibility check
- Expert selection
- Remote evaluations
- Quality check
- Cross-reading

- Detailed discussion of all 'highly scored' proposals (~1h per proposal)
- Special attention to 'diverging' opinions
- Final score decision by consensus or vote if necessary
- Ranking list
- Sorting out proposals with tie scores
- Panel can add comments
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FET-Open: Feedback to proposers

- Proposal submission
- Applicant
- Feedback in 5 months

- Eligibility check
- Expert selection
- Remote evaluations

- Ethics screening/assessment
- Panel review
- Cross-reading
- Quality check

- Evaluation Summary Report (ESR): collation of all (4) evaluators' comments, per sub-criterion, which may be mutually contradicting - full transparency
Thanks for your attention!